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MEASUREMENTS OF PARTIAL DISCHARGES AND POWER
LOSSES IN PET FILMS IN HIGH VOLTAGE AC FIELDS
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This paper examines the behavior of polymeric films exposed under the influence of high intensity 50Hz , AC fields.
PET films (Polyethylene terephthalate) of various thicknesses are stressed in a voltage range starting from 0, 5kV and
reaching close to their breakdown voltage (approximately 70% of the previously measured Vb ). During the stress time,
partial discharges are measured (Q ) as a function of voltage and their relation to the electric field strength F is derived.
Measurements of losses (dissipation factor tan δ ) and capacitance C are also taken as a function of the applied voltage and
the relative permittivity εr of the samples was calculated. An attempt of explanation of the partial discharge activity is
taking place using the void size distribution and an equivalent electric circuit, that simulates the presence of an air filled void
inside the bulk of the polymer. A useful relation between partial discharge activity and the specimen thickness is derived. It
was also found that the non-linear behavior that is observed in power losses measurements is due to the conduction component
of loss current which is field dependent, if we assume that the polarization current remains almost linearly dependent up to
near-breakdown fields and we ignore the dipole losses. The constant value of the calculated relative permittivity εr using
the measured specimens capacitance, indicates that the imaginary component is also constant as the voltage increases.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Electrical energy represents a basic aspect of modern
life. From the generating facilities to the individual con-
sumer, electrical energy delivery includes many steps each
one associated with the reliability of insulating materials.
All kind of materials as gases, liquids and solids, are used
in order to prevent failures of cables, transformers, ca-
pacitors and relevant equipment. To avoid such failures,
electrical aging and breakdown were widely studied by
many researchers. The early research was carried out in
air and other gases as well as in liquids but in the last
four decades is focused mostly on solids. The desire of
further improvement of insulating systems and hence of
the electrical energy delivery, involved the use of poly-
meric insulators and especially polyethylene and its co-
product, as they have fine dielectric properties and low
production cost. The use of these materials was taking
place without a sound theoretical understanding of their
conduction and breakdown mechanism as well as of some
basic limitation imposed by them. The most common and
well examined by the bibliography problem is the presens
of partial discharges in insulation under electric strength.
As it is well known [1,15], partial discharges are local elec-
tric discharges associated with air filled voids that are al-
ways present in the polymer structure, having a typical
duration of few nanoseconds. They can also happened in
liquids and solids but after the first avalanches, cavities

are created containing vapor or plasma and hence dis-

charges finally transformed to air discharges. Partial dis-

charges take place at the time that the local electric field

reaches a critical step that depends on many parameters

such as gas content, temperature, pressure void size and

shape [1,29,30,31]. Ionization products are accelerated in-

side the void and if they gain sufficient energy, they can

cause structural damage in the void walls. This action

leads to degradation and consequentially, to the polymers

breakdown. Paschen’s law [32,33], governs gases behavior

and states that for a gas system being inside a metallic

electrode arrangement (homogenous electric field), break-

down voltage Vb is a function of the pressure p , elec-

trode distance d product and has a minimum Vbmin that

mainly, depends on gas type [1,2,15,35]. Above this value,

Vb increases almost linearly as the pd product increases

while breakdown field strength decreases for the same pd

product increase. The objective of this paper is to fo-

cus in the examining partial discharges, loss tangent as

a function of the applied voltage, the dielectric strength

and dimensions in PET films of various thicknesses. In

the beginning, a description of experimental setup and

samples is given. Then the experimental results and the-

oretical relations are presented and discussed. Finally, a

few concluding remarks related with the aforementioned

results are presented.
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Fig. 1. View of the specimen inside the experimental cell.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental cell filled with power transformer’s oil.
1) Inner cell and electrodes base 2) Oil can 3) PET film sample
4) High voltage electrode 5) Earth electrode. (b) Photo of the

experimental cell with plane-plane electrodes.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

PROCEDURE AND SAMPLES

For the measurements of partial discharges and losses,
specimens of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films with
thickness of A = 50, B = 75 and C = 125 µm, in square
form (120 × 120mm2 ) were constructed. Each group of
specimens had thirty samples with identical thickness.
All the experiments were taking place in a special pur-

pose self-constructed cell filled with power transformer’s
oil, and stainless steal cylindrical electrodes having equal
diameter with the copper electrodes and rounded-shape
(Rogowski) ends (Fig. 2(a)). Copper electrodes were also
constructed and embodied in the surface of the specimens
ensuring good contact between specimen, electrode and
experimental cell. The process took place in a vacuum cell
with instant copper sublimation avoiding air enclosure be-
tween electrode and film and microscopic imperfections
in the electrodes surface. Moreover systematic sampling
control in cross sections of the samples was taking place
with the use of a microscope, in order to examine possi-
ble distortions or bad conducts. In Fig. 1 a specimen is
shown.

The cell was shielded and the connection to the AC
power supply was formed in such a way as to avoid the
influence of outer sources (Faraday gauge Fig. 2 (b)). The
dielectric strength of the oil was measured regularly and
was replaced when it was necessary. Each specimen from
a specific thickness group was tested and the average
value and the standard deviation for the sample group
was calculated.

2.1 Measurements of partial discharges

Partial discharges measurements were performed us-
ing AC 50 Hz power supply and varied from 0.5 kV to
the 70 % of the breakdown voltage. The measuring sys-
tem was equipped with the appropriate filters for low and
high voltage and digital readings. The setup, including a
HAEFELY type TE571 detector, a coupling capacitor,
a quadrpole and cables, was calibrated (Fig. 3). Mea-
surements were performed continuously for each sample,
without voltage interruption in selective steps. It must
be noted that while in the breakdown voltage experi-
mental procedure the specimen is continuously stressed
to the breakdown, in the partial discharges the specimen
remains for a sort period under the electric strength un-
til the completion of each measurement. As a result it
undergoes an aging procedure and has a relatively lower
performance.

2.2 Measurements of losses (tan δ) and capaci-
tance (C )

The experimental setup had included the power sup-
ply, the tan δ and capacitance C measuring device, the
calibrated reference capacitor and the experimental cell
of Fig. 2 (b). The device was digital and measured simul-
taneously the applied voltage. For applied voltage higher
than 12 kV an outer reference capacitor was used. The
relative permittivity εr of the sample was calculated from
the relation:

C = ε0εr
S

d
(1)

where d was the electrode spacing, C the capacitance
and S the electrodes area. Because of the difference in the
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Fig. 3. Electrical circuit used for measuring Partial Discharges in the specimens.

Fig. 4. Partial discharge activity Q for three groups of PET spec-
imens (A, B and C), as a function of the applied voltage V .
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Fig. 5. Partial discharge activity Q for three groups of PET spec-
imens (A, B and C), as a function of the applied electric field F .

Fig. 6. Partial discharge activity Q of Fig. 5, as a function of the
ratio of the applied electric field F to the breakdown electric field

Fb .

Fig. 7. Critical Fc and breakdown electric field Fb values for the
three groups of PET specimens (A, B and C) as a function of their

thickness d .

area between the high voltage and the earth electrode, the

effective radius was calculated from the relation [13,14]:

r = r1 +
r2 − r1

2
−

2l

π
ln[cosh

π(r2 − r1)

4l
] (2)

where r1 , r2 the radius oh the high voltage and the earth

electrode respectively.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of partial discharge measurements as a

function of the applied voltage (Q − V ) for specimens

groups of A,B and C (thickness of 50, 75, 125 µm re-

spectively), are presented in Fig. 4. In figs. 5 and 6 are

presented the plots of Q−F and Q− (F/Fb) where F is

the calculated applied field and Fb the previously mea-

sured [23,24] dielectric strength. It is obvious that partial

discharges increase supralinearly above a specific voltage
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Fig. 8. Equivalent electric circuit of a void. Capacitor Cv repre-
sents the void, resistor Rs connected in parallel with capacitor Cs

represents the part of the dielectric through with the void is charged
in series, the parallel capacitor Cp represents the remainder of the

insulation and Vα is the applied voltage.

level. In the Q − V plot, specimen A reaches the level of
200 pC at 3.7 kV whereas B, C reach the same level with
4 kVs and 5.7 kVs respectively. On the contrary, as shown
in the Q−F and Q−F/Fbd) plots, specimen A reaches
the same amount of PD in a higher value of electric field
whereas B and C have a lower value of electric field (re-
arrangement). All specimens appear to have a common
step in electric field strength, above which partial dis-
charge activity increases supralinearly. The common step
is obvious in Fig. 6 and has a value of approximately 57 %
of the dielectric strength (Fb ) value.

This rearrangement follows the dielectric strength
versus thickness relation that appears in our previous
work [23, 24] and in the work of Dissado and Fothergill
(Fig. 13.5, p. 297, [1]). More specifically, partial discharge
activity starts in a critical electric field strength (Fc ),
which is higher for specimens having higher values of di-
electric strength (Fb ) (see Fig. 7).

As it is well known [1, 15], partial discharges are lo-
cal electric discharges associated with air filled voids that
are always present in the polymer structure. Partial dis-
charges take place at the time that the local electric field
reaches a critical step that depends on many parameters
such as gas content, temperature, pressure void size and
shape [1, 29, 30, 31].

Ionization products are accelerated inside the void and
if they gain sufficient energy, they can cause structural
damage in the void walls. This action leads to degradation
and consequentially, to the polymers breakdown.

Gases follow Paschen’s law [32, 33], which states that
for a gas system being inside a metallic electrode arrange-
ment (homogenous electric field), breakdown voltage Vb

is a function of the pressure p , electrode distance d prod-
uct:

Vb = f(pd) (3)

and has a minimum Vbmin that mainly, depends on gas
type [1, 2, 15, 35]. Above this value, Vb increases almost

linearly as the pd product increases while breakdown field
strength decreases for the same pd product increase. It
is logical to make the assumption that partial discharge
activity and consequentially breakdown process initiates
from the void with the largest volume in the sample. The
void size is randomly distributed for a specific volume
sample of the material. As we are interested in the void
with the maximum size in that sample, rather than in the
average value, if we increase the volume of the sample, we
actually increase the probability of having a bigger void
and hence, a longer free path for the ionization products.
With the former assumption, one can conclude that a
thicker specimen has a higher partial discharge activity
than a thinner one, for the same value of electric field
strength. Measurements results of Figs. 5 and 7 confirm
our hypothesis for the three groups of specimens A, B
and C. It is also obvious that for voltage values up to
2 kV, all the specimens have the same amount of small
partial discharge activity because of the fact that voids
with small dimension exist in every specimen and the
Paschen criterion is fulfilled.

It is now necessary to have a closer view in the voids
size distribution. It has been found [4, 27] that the prob-
ability of having a void with volume larger than Vh , is
exponentially distributed:

P (Vh) = exp[−(Vh/Vh1)] (4)

where Vh1 = 1−e−1 = 0.632, is the expected value. If we
assume that void has a spherical shape, the longest free
path w is proportional to the cubic root of the biggest
void’s volume. Similarly, the probability of having a free
path larger than w , is:

P (w) = exp[−(w/w1)
3] (5)

where w1 = 1.443wm and P (wm) = 0.5. The third power
in equation (5), is generally smaller, because voids are
oblong rather than spherical, so we can use k instead of
3 with 1 < k ≤ 3 [23].

If we choose a void from a sample of n voids, taking
into account equation (5), we derive the following relation
about the characteristic largest value xn , of the free path
and hence the largest void size:

xn = w1(lnn)1/3 (6)

If we increase the sample, we take a larger value for the
void size and the free path for ionization products:

xN = xn + a lnn (7)

were a is a function of lnn [28]. The last relation clearly
indicates that with the increase of the sample, the largest
void size and the largest free path also increases. The
relation between the local electric field Fl (analyzed in
the next paragraph) and air filled void’s characteristics is
shown by the use of Paschen law in the following form:

Fl =
Bp

ln(Apd) − ln[ln(1 + 1/γ)]
(8)
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Fig. 9. Measurements of power losses (tan δ ) as a function of the
electric field strength F . The same increasing behavior is observed

for all type of specimen groups.

Fig. 10. Measurements of power losses (tan δ )as a function of the
logarithm of the electric field strength F .

Fig. 11. Capacitance values C measured for the three types of
specimen groups as a function of the electric field strength F .

Fig. 12. Calculated values of the relative permittivity (1) for the

three different specimen groups as a function of the electric field
strength F .

Here A , B are constants depended on the gas type and γ
is the secondary Townsend ionization coefficient1 which
depends on the gas and the electrode material [15, 35].
The previous relation (8) clearly indicates that the local
electric field strength is is reciprocal to lnd (for constant
pressure), where d is the diameter of the air filled void.

It shall be noted here that the voltage that actually
exists in the void’s ends is lower than the applied but
it its value could be higher than the critical inception
value Vi for partial discharge. This fact can be clearly
seen in the equivalent electric circuit of a void in Fig. 8.
Capacitor Cv represents the void that can be any ware
in the insulation and is charged by the resistor Rs and
capacitor Cs that are connected in parallel. Capacitor Cs

represents the part of the dielectric through with the void
is charged in series, the parallel capacitor Cp represents
the remainder of the insulation and Vα is the applied
voltage. Because of the fact that Cs ≪ Cv ≪ Cp and
the time constant Rs · Cv is very large due to the large
value of Rs , a significant time lag exists in the circuit. As
a result, it is possible to have a voltage across the void
Vv higher than the critical inception value Vi , without
having partial discharge initiation. This voltage is derived

from the circuit (Fig. 8):

Vv = Vα
Cs

Cs + Cv
(9)

At the time that Vv overcomes the critical voltage, it falls
to a lower value Ve (extinction voltage). The phenomenon
lasts a few ms and for AC voltage happens mostly in the
faster changing parts of the waveform [1, 34]. Our pre-
viously published experiments [25] in PMMA specimens
have shown the same behavior, with the highest partial
discharge activity being found at 90 and 270 degrees. One
possible explanation is that at this moment, the local elec-
tric field [23, 25]:

Fl = α
V

x
− Fi(t) (10)

(where V is the applied voltage, x is the specimen thick-
ness under stress, α the local over stress factor that de-
pends on the local morphology and Fi(t) the internal

1The secondary ionization coefficient is given by the relation

γ exp(αd) ≥ 1, where α is the primary ionization coefficient. It
results from the hypothesis that from a group of electrons been

accelerated in sufficiently large path d from a high electric field,

exp(αd) − 1 of them will cause ionization.
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space charge field), reaches its maximum since the ap-
plied and the space charge fields have the same polarity
and their values are added.

3.1 Measurements of power losses

Measurements of power losses (dissipation factor tan δ )
as a function of electric field strength F are shown in
Fig. 9. The non linear behavior that is observed in all
groups can be explained as follows: The electric current
that flows in the polymer consists of the real component
related with the ohmic resistance and the imaginary com-
ponent controlled by the capacitance. Responsible for the
first component are both conductivity and polarization. If
we assume that the polarization current (from electronic
or atomic polarization) remains almost linearly depen-
dent [36, 38] up to near-breakdown fields and we ignore
the dipole losses, only the conduction component of loss
current can be field dependent and hence responsible for
the non-linear behavior. Measurements of specimens ca-
pacitance (Fig. 11) are also took place to examine the be-
havior of the imaginary component as the field increases.

Taking in account the modified three-dimensional
Poole-Frenkel model and making the same assumption,
the relation between relative conductivity

Rσ =
σ(F )

σ(0)

relative loss tangent

Rtan δ =
tan δ(Feff )

tan δ(0)

and field strength was theoretically calculated by Adamec
and Calderwood [36]. In the previous relations σ(F ), σ(0)

are conductivities in high and low fields (≤ 106V/m) re-
spectively, and tan δ(Feff ), tan δ(0) are the dissipation
factors for high and low fields They found that both Rσ

and Rtan δ increase supralinearly with increasing electric
field strength. Our previously mentioned measurements
(Fig. 9, and in logarithmic scale at FIg. 10) are in agree-
ment with those of Adamec and Calderwood [36] for the
same polymer (PET). Measurements of capacitance C for
specimens of groups A, B and C are took place and the
relative permittivity εr for each specimen was calculated
(see Figs. 11 and 12) in order to confirm our assumption
for constant relative permittivity εr . Both measured (C )
and calculated (εr ) values were constant with increasing
field strength, indicating that the polarization current re-
mains almost linearly and only the conduction component
of loss current can be field dependent and hence respon-
sible for the non-linear behavior.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Partial discharges and power losses of polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) films were measured under 50Hz
AC electric field. Specimens of various thicknesses are

stressed in a voltage range starting from 0.5 kV and
reaching close to their breakdown voltage. Partial dis-
charges are taking place inside the gas-filled voids that are
present in the polymer. When the pd product reaches a
specific value, a partial discharge is recorded. All spec-
imens appear to have a common step in electric field
strength, above which partial discharge activity increases
supralinearly. The common step has a value of approx-
imately 57% of the (measured with same rising step)
dielectric strength (Fb ) value. As the voltage increases,
PD are multiplied leading to the degradation and (espe-
cially in the testing environment where the specimens are
thin) breakdown of the insulator. Partial discharges are
strongly depend on the sample thickness because the ran-
dom nature of polymers indicates that the biggest void
– inside which an ionization product can reach sufficient
amount of kinetic energy – is more likely to exist in a
thicker specimen that has a larger volume. As a result,
thicker specimens appear to have the same order of partial
discharges for lower field values than the thinner speci-
mens.

Dissipation factor (tan δ ) has a non-linear behavior
as the field strength increases. All specimens appear to
have the same non linear behavior with thicker specimens
having higher power losses. This is due to the conduc-
tion component of loss current that is field dependent.
Measured values of specimens capacitance and calculated
values of relative permittivity were constant with increas-
ing field strength, indicating that the imaginary part of
current remains almost linearly and only the conduction
component of loss current can be field dependent and
hence responsible for the non-linear behavior of dissipa-
tion factor.
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